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KNOXThe importance of regulatory evolution to the diversiﬁcation of plant morphology is well recognized. Some of
the best-understood examples also involve gene duplication and co-option of deeply conserved genetic
modules. These instances underscore the important role of gene duplication events, which are associated
with regulatory sub- and neofunctionalization. In particular, we discuss the relationship between regulatory
evolution following gene duplication and the evolution of ﬂoral novelty. We also consider the repeated co-
option of TCP gene family members to promote aspects of ﬂoral symmetry and the KNOX/ARP meristem
genetic module to control compound leaf development. Both of these patterns of genetic convergence
involve modiﬁcations of an ancestral regulatory network to create novel expression domains. Overall, such
examples highlight the interdependence of the three processes – regulatory evolution, gene duplication and
co-option – within the context of plant developmental evolution.© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.IntroductionFrom the modest moss to the mighty oak tree, there is tremendous
variation within the plant kingdom. Despite myriad differences,
regulatory evolution is a common theme that has been an important
force for developmental evolution throughout the kingdom. A classic
example is the teosinte branched 1 locus (TB1) and its role in the
domestication of maize. In maize, tb1 mutants resemble the wild
ancestor teosinte with a highly branched architecture that ends in
male tassels rather than female ears. Strong selection on the upstream
regulatory regions and the resulting altered expression pattern
resulted in this dramatic change in architecture (Wang et al., 1999;
Hubbard et al., 2002). While this study and many others from the
domestication literature (e.g., Wang et al., 2008a; Cong et al., 2008)
have clearly shown the potential for regulatory evolution to drive
morphological change in plants, the natural role of this process is just
beginning to be understood. The importance of gene duplication in
regulatory evolution is widely recognized, but it appears that this
process is especially common in plants (Shiu et al., 2005). Numerous
examples have demonstrated the prevalence of regulatory subfunc-
tionalization and its possible transition to neofunctionalization.
Another repeated trend over the course of plant diversiﬁcation is
the evolution of convergent morphological features, even at recent
time scales. These convergences offer unique opportunities to studymer).
l rights reserved.the genetic basis of independent evolutionary events. Several cases
have now been well characterized that show numerous parallel
recruitments of homologous genetic pathways to control convergent
features. Although the speciﬁc regulatory changes underlying these
co-option events are still to be determined, they suggest that profound
biases exist in plant developmental evolutionary processes. It, there-
fore, appears that regulatory evolution in the context of gene
duplication and co-option has played an important role in the
evolution of morphological novelty in plants. By widening the breadth
of plant taxa under investigation (Fig. 1), we are achieving a better
understanding of these processes.
Gene duplications allow sub- and neofunctionalization
Extensive and complex patterns of gene duplication have occurred
within lineages of the MADS box gene family, which are of particular
interest due to their roles in ﬂoral organ identity (Litt and Irish, 2003;
Kramer et al., 2004; Hernández-Hernández et al., 2007). What
remains to be determined is how these events relate to the extensive
diversity in ﬂoral morphology that is observed across the angios-
perms. In particular, petaloid organs encompass amazing variation,
starting with whether or not they are present. When present,
petaloidy can be expressed in many different positions. Most
commonly, the second whorl organs are petaloid (these are termed
true petals) but the sepal, stamen and even carpel whorls can exhibit
petaloidy, as can extra-ﬂoral organs such as bracts. In addition to this
level of variation, many angiosperms have independently evolved
more than the typical four types of ﬂoral organs. These novel
Fig. 1. Simpliﬁed phylogeny of the land plants based on (Moore et al., 2007; Qiu et al.,
2007). Major model systems or orders discussed in the text are shown.
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therefore termed staminodia. Such phenomena raise several ques-
tions, including how many genetic mechanisms exist for promoting
petaloidy and how do new ﬂoral organ identities evolve?
Answering these questions turns our focus to one of the best-
understood genetic programs in plants, the so-called ABC model of
ﬂoral organ identity (Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991; Jack, 2001; Soltis et
al., 2009). In Arabidopsis, it has been found that three classes of
homeotic gene activity, termed A, B and C, control the establishment of
the four types of ﬂoral organs. Sepals are promoted by A alone; petals,
by A and B; stamens, by B and C; and carpels by C alone (Fig. 2A).
Looking across the angiosperms, it appears that the B+C=stamen
identity and C=carpel identity aspects of the program are highly
conserved (Soltis et al., 2007). Since A function as classically deﬁned
does not appear to be conserved, evenwithin the core eudicots (Davies
et al., 2006; Litt, 2007), considerable work has focused on whether the
role of B genes in promoting identity of the true petals, or in promoting
petaloidy in general, is conserved. As mentioned above, the majority of
the A, B and C class genes, as well as the recently recognized D and E
classes, are all MADS box transcription factors of the type II subfamily
(Becker and Theiβen, 2003). In Arabidopsis, the B class is represented by
APETALA3 (AP3) and PISTILLATA (PI), which form obligate heterodimers
to promote petal and stamen identity (Riechmann et al., 1996). Both are
expressed in petal and stamen primordia at early stages with persistent
expression throughout later stages (Fig. 2B) (Jack et al., 1992; Gato and
Meyerowitz, 1994).
Within the basal eudicots, members of the Ranunculales provide
useful models for investigating the association between variation in
ﬂoral morphology and corresponding increases in copies of the B class
genes (Kramer et al., 2003). It has been established that the buttercupfamily or Ranunculaceae postdates duplication events that produced
three clades of AP3 homologs, represented by the paralogous AP3-I,
AP3-II and AP3-III lineages (Kramer et al., 2003; Rasmussen et al.,
2009). The ﬂowers of Aquilegia, a member of the Ranunculaceae,
display several unique innovations that could be associated with these
duplicated B class loci. The ﬁrst whorl sepals are petaloid in
appearance, but morphologically distinct from the second whorl
petals, which have nectar spurs. Additionally, Aquilegia ﬂowers have a
ﬁfth organ type, the sterile staminodia that are located in a separate
whorl between the fertile stamens and carpels. The staminodia are
distinct from stamens, with unique morphological characteristics
including laminar expansion, speciﬁc epidermal cell types and late
abscission. These features raise questions such as do the B gene
homologs promote petaloidy of the sepals and, if so, how are they
differentiated from the petals? Also, how is the ﬁfth organ identity
intercalated into the existing ABC program, which only provides a
genetic mechanism for determining four types of organs?
As discussed above, the B class genes are traditionally represented
by two distinct types of MADS box genes, AP3 and PI. Aquilegia
possesses one PI ortholog, AqPI, and one copy of each of the three
relatively ancient AP3 paralogs found across the family, AqAP3-1, -2
and -3 (Kramer et al., 2003). In situ hybridization revealed that the
expression of AqPI is essentially identical to what is observed in the
core eudicots, encompassing the early and developing petals and
stamens, with the novel addition of the staminodia (Fig. 2C) (Kramer
et al., 2007). The three AP3 paralogs, on the other hand, appear to have
partitioned this expression domain amongst them, hinting at
subfunctionalization (Fig. 2C). AqAP3-1 is expressed early in the ﬂoral
meristem and in the petal, stamen and staminodium primordia.
Expression rapidly declines, however, until it is speciﬁcally expressed
only in the staminodia. AqAP3-2 is initially expressed in stamen and
staminodium primordia, with persistent expression exclusively in
stamens. At early stages, it is excluded from petal primordia, but is
detected in petals during relatively late stages of petal development.
AqAP3-3 displays a petal-speciﬁc expression pattern throughout
ﬂower development (Kramer et al., 2007). Each of these AP3 proteins
can interact with the single PI in yeast two hybrid assays, with little or
no evidence for homodimerization. It is not surprising then that RNAi-
mediated knockdown of AqPI activity in Aquilegia resulted in a strong
homeotic phenotype: petals were transformed into sepals while both
stamens and staminodia were transformed into carpels. These results
conﬁrm that staminodium identity, along with petal and stamen
identity, is under the direction of the B class genes in Aquilegia
(Kramer et al., 2007). However, there was no effect on the overall
morphology or epidermal cell types of the sepals, which suggests that
the petaloidy of these organs is not actually promoted by B gene
homologs. We can, therefore, largely reject the hypothesis that the
AP3 duplications were important for distinguishing between petaloid
sepals in the ﬁrst whorl and true petals in the second whorl (Kramer
et al. 2003).
Questions remain, however, as to how the distinct expression
patterns of the three AP3 paralogs may contribute to Aquilegia ﬂoral
development. These expression domains can essentially be divided
into early meristem (AqAP3-1), primarily petals (AqAP3-3), primarily
stamens (AqAP3-2) and primarily staminodia (AqAP3-1). Interestingly,
this division of expression (with the exception of the staminodium-
speciﬁc expression) mirrors the expression driven by distinct
elements of the Arabidopsis AP3 promoter (Tilly et al., 1998; Hill et
al., 1998; Lamb et al., 2002). It will be important to similarly dissect the
promoters of the Aquilegia AP3s to determine if loss or retention of the
individual promoter motifs characterized in Arabidopsis has given rise
to the different Aquilegia AP3 expression patterns. Examination of the
AP3-1 and AP3-2 promoters might also give clues to novel motifs
promoting or repressing expression in the staminodia. The staminodia
were shown to be a part of the B class program by the down-
regulation of AqPI and AqAP3-1 is the only ﬂoral organ identity gene
Fig. 2. The ABC model of ﬂoral organ identity and expression patterns of B class genes in Arabidopsis and Antirrhinum. (A) The classic Arabidopsis ABC model with corresponding loci.
Three classes of gene activity (A, B, C expression domains in yellow, blue, and red, respectively) are responsible for the identity of organs in the four ﬂoral whorls. The A class genes
APETALA1 (AP1) and APETALA2 (AP2) specify sepals (SEP) andwith the B class genes, APETALA3 (AP3) and PISTALLATA (PI), specify petals (PET). The B class genes with the C class gene
AGAMOUS (AG) specify stamens (STA) and the C class gene alone speciﬁes carpels (CAR). (B) The Arabidopsis B class genes, AP3 (light blue) and PI (dark blue), are expressed in petal
and sepal primordia during early stages of the ﬂoral meristem and persist in petals and stamens during late stages. (C) Expression (in light to dark blue) of AqAP3-1, -2, -3 and AqPI in
Aquilegia ﬂoral meristems during early to late stages of development. AqAP3-1 is expressed broadly in early stages, but by later stages is speciﬁcally expressed in staminodia (STD).
AqAP3-2 is primarily expressed in stamen primordia. AqAP3-3 is speciﬁc to petals during all stages of development. AqPI is expressed in petals, stamens and staminodia throughout
their development. (D) Modiﬁcations to the ABC model in Aquilegia to account for the ﬁfth ﬂoral organ, the staminodium (STD), and the parceling out of expression domains for the
AqAP3s during both early (top) and late (bottom) stages of development. Whereas AqPI is strongly expressed in all B class-speciﬁed organs, the AqAP3s are more speciﬁc to petals
(AqAP3-3), stamens (AqAP3-2) or staminodia (AqAP3-1).
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development (Kramer et al., 2007). By contrast, expression studies in
the Aquilegia relative Thalictrum show that orthologs of both AP3-1
and -2 are expressed throughout the development of the multiple
stamen whorls (Di Stilio et al., 2004; V.S. Di Stilio, pers. comm.). How
then was the ancestral broad expression domain partitioned into two
subdomains by AP3-1 and -2 in Aquilegia? Functional analyses are
necessary to validate the precise role of each AqAP3 in ﬂoral
development but the ﬁndings to date suggest that the recent evolution
of a novel, ﬁfth ﬂoral organ is a result of neofunctionalization of one of
the AP3 paralogs and may have been facilitated by comparatively
ancient gene duplication events.
Several studies have similarly found patterns of subfunctionaliza-
tion among other MADS box gene paralogs, as well as evidence forﬂexibility in the nature of the subfunctionalization. The lability in
subfunctionalization that can occur after a duplication event is beau-
tifully illustrated by the C class lineage of MADS box genes (Fig. 3). The
primary C function, specifying stamen and carpel identity, is carried
out by AGAMOUS (AG) in Arabidopsis and PLENA (PLE) in Antirrhinum
(Yanofsky et al., 1990; Bradley et al., 1993). With similar expression
patterns and developmental functions, it came as quite a surprise that
while functionally equivalent, AG and PLE are not genetic orthologs.
Rather, they aremembers of paralogous lineages resulting from a gene
duplication event that occurred within the lower eudicots ∼100–
120 million years ago (mya) (Kramer et al., 2004; Causier et al., 2005).
AG and FARINELLI (FAR) from Antirrhinum are orthologs belonging to
the euAG lineage, while the PLE lineage includes PLE and Arabidopsis
SHATTERPROOF1 and 2 (SHP1/2, formerly AGL1 and AGL5) (Kramer et
Fig. 3. The evolution of functional repertoires among paralogs of the AG lineage in core
eudicots. It appears that the ancestral function of the lineage included many
components, including stamen identity and differentiation, carpel identity and
differentiation, ovule development and ﬂoral meristem determinacy. The lineage was
duplicated close to the base of the core eudicots to give rise to the euAG and PLE
paralogous lineages. In the two major model systems Arabidopsis and Antirrhinum, we
see that different patterns of subfunctionalization and regulatory interactions have
evolved. In Arabidopsis, the euAG representative AG is the primary C function gene
while the PLE orthologs SHP1/2 are restricted to aspects of carpel and ovule
development. In Antirrhinum, the euAG ortholog FAR only functions in stamen identity
and development while PLE contributes to carpel identity, ovule development and ﬂoral
meristem determinacy.
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subfunctionalized independently to yield non-equivalent functional
repertoires. Whereas FAR is primarily involved in male reproductive
development (Davies et al., 1999), SHP1/2 function exclusively in
female reproductive development (Liljegren et al., 2000; Ferrándiz et
al., 2000; Pinyopich et al., 2003).
In terms of genetic interactions, it appears that FAR is largely
downstream of PLE, meaning that ple mutants have strongly reduced
FAR expression and represent an almost complete double loss of
function (Davies et al., 1999). In contrast, SHP1/2 are downstream of
AG, although there is still some residual SHP1/2 activity in agmutants
(Pinyopich et al., 2003). Over-expression of SHP1/2 can largely
complement the ag phenotype, even though SHP1/2 no longer play
a direct role in male reproductive identity (Liljegren et al., 2000).
Over-expression of FAR in Antirrhinum or Arabidopsis, on the other
hand, only promotes stamen identity, transforming petals into
staminoid organs. Similarly, PLE over-expression in Antirrhinum or
Arabidopsis primarily affects ﬁrst whorl organs with the formation of
carpeloid sepals (Causier et al., 2005). This indicates that the Antir-
rhinum genes PLE and FAR have subfunctionalized in terms of both
expression and biochemical function (Bradley et al., 1993), whereas in
Arabidopsis, the subfunctionalization is simply due to differential
expression of biochemically equivalent proteins. In addition to this
subfunctionalization, it appears that the SHP1/2 loci have acquired a
specialized role in Brassicaceae-speciﬁc aspects of fruit development.
The genetic basis for these patterns of subfunctionalization is
beginning to be explored. Deletion analysis of the Arabidopsis AG
genomic locus revealed that separable enhancer elements in the
second intron are essential for proper expression early in ﬂoral
meristems and later in distinct stamen and carpel domains (Deyholos
and Sieburth, 2000). These elements are conserved across orthologs of
AG (Hong et al., 2003) but have also recently been characterized in the
PLE promoter. This study used a novel transposon mobilization
approach to generate in situ deletions in the regulatory intron of PLE
(Causier et al., 2009). The similar sequence, structure and function of
regulatory elements in the paralogous AG and PLE promoters are
strong evidence for the common inheritance of their functional
repertoires from an ancestor that similarly had broad functions in
carpel and stamen identity as well as meristem determinacy. The
regulatory basis of the distinct expression patterns seen for SHP1/2
and FAR remains to be determined. FAR, which initially shows a broad
C domain expression (Davies et al., 1999), has many of the sameregulatory elements as observed in AG (Hong et al., 2003), suggesting
that its late decline in carpels is due to subtle regulatory changes. In
contrast, the carpel-speciﬁc expression of SHP1/2 is associated with
considerably shorter second introns than those of AG or PLE, and
potential regulatory elements have been identiﬁed in the 5′ proximal
region (Ma et al., 1991; Savidge et al., 1995).
The common theme in these studies of AP3 and AG paralogs is that
gene duplication can lead to regulatory subfunctionalization or
neofunctionalization. In the case of the B genes, this process is
correlated with the presence of a novel ﬂoral organ, while in the C
gene homologs, it contributed to the evolution of the deﬁning fruit
type of the family Brassicaceae. Although the euAG/PLE duplication
occurred ∼100 mya, the patterns of subfunctionalization among the
resultant paralogs have remained labile and taken different paths
during core eudicot diversiﬁcation (Kramer et al., 2004). This can be
observed even among fairly close relatives of Arabidopsis — the Carica
(papaya) genome has a PLE/SHP ortholog that is expressed in both
stamens and carpels, similar to PLE, but no detectable AG ortholog (Yu
et al. 2008). Similarly, broader comparative studies of the Ranuncu-
lales AP3 paralogs suggest that their expression patterns have
remained quite variable during the radiation of the family, particularly
for the AP3-1 and -2 lineages (Rasmussen et al. 2009). Given the high
frequency with which paralogs of these ﬂoral organ identity genes
have been detected in multiple lineages, it may well be that
duplication of the ABC class gene homologs and subsequent
regulatory evolution has played important roles in generating aspects
of angiosperm ﬂoral diversity. It is worth noting, however, that our
knowledge of these processes is largely restricted to well conserved
genetic programs. The evolution of the sepal identity program,
traditionally associated with A function, has remained recalcitrant to
comparative genetics due to its poor degree of conservation (some
authors would argue that A function does not exist at all; Davies et al.,
2006; Litt, 2007). In general, it appears that sepal identity may be
subject to high degrees of developmental system drift (True and Haag,
2001) or, alternatively, we may be seeing evidence of widespread
independent sepal evolution events that each has different genetic
programs (Kim et al., 2005).
Co-option and shifts in expression lead to convergent morphologies
Floral symmetry is a characteristic that has given rise to
innumerable variations in ﬂoral shape. The ancestral state in the
angiosperms is actinomorphy, or radially symmetric ﬂowers, with the
zygomorphic state (bilateral monosymmetric ﬂowers) having been
independently recruited many different times (Endress, 2001). For
some species, zygomorphy confers a selective advantage for pollinator
attraction. One question for evolutionary biologists is: how were
existing molecular/genetic pathways co-opted via regulatory changes
to produce these new morphologies and were the pathways different
every time?
The ﬁrst molecular evidence for the control of ﬂoral symmetry was
described in Antirrhinum majus by the isolation of the genes respon-
sible for cycloidea, a classically described actinomorphic mutant (Luo
et al., 1996). These loci, CYCLOIDEA (CYC) and DICHOTOMA (DICH), a
pair of closely related genes with partial redundancy, have similar
expression patterns during ﬂower development. At early stages of
ﬂoral meristem initiation, expression is restricted to adaxial (dorsal)
regions while at later stages, once the ﬂoral organs have initiated,
expression is detected in adaxial (ventral) petals and the dorsal,
aborted stamen (Luo et al., 1996, 1999). The two loci differ subtly in
their expression and the single cyc mutant has a much stronger
phenotype than dich alone, which is almost wildtype. Double cyc dich
ﬂowers are completely abaxialized (ventralized) and also exhibit
increased organ numbers (six sepals, petals and stamens instead of
ﬁve) and restored development of the normally aborted dorsal stamen
(Luo et al., 1999).
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controlling ﬂoral symmetry, the rush was on to isolate homologs from
species with divergent ﬂoral symmetries (Citerne et al., 2000, 2003,
Feng et al., 2006, Howarth and Donoghue, 2006, Chapman et al.,
2008). CYC and DICHwere found to belong to a family of transcription
factors unique to plants. Deﬁned as the TCP family after the founding
members, TB1 from Zea mays, CYC from Antirrhinum and PCFs from
rice (Cubas et al., 1999), all members of this family contain a DNA
binding domain called the TCP domain, which forms a basic Helix–
Loop–Helix structure. A common functional theme across the gene
family appears to be regulation of cell division, both promotion and
repression (Cubas et al., 1999). The TCP family can be divided into two
subfamilies: PCF and CYC/TB1 (Cubas et al., 1999). The CYC/TB1
subfamily can be further divided into two clades termed ECE and CIN.
“ECE” refers to a relatively conserved stretch of three amino acids
(glutamic acid–cysteine–glutamic acid) positioned between the TCP
domain and the R domain while CIN includes the leaf development
gene CINCINNATA (Howarth and Donoghue, 2006). In the core
eudicots the ECE clade is further divided into three subclades, CYC1,
CYC2 and CYC3. So far, TCP genes from outside the ECE clade do not
seem to be involved in ﬂoral development whereas members of the
ECE CYC2 lineage, which include CYC and DICH themselves, are
primarily expressed on the adaxial side of ﬂoral meristems (little isFig. 4. Expression patterns of ECE CYC2 class genes in relation to ﬁnal ﬂower form. For each p
and lateral ﬂoral meristem (labeled im and fm for the hypothetical ancestor) is on the left.
regions. The late developmental stage representing the ﬁnal ﬂoral form is on the right. The Ge
the spiral proximal–distal (pX and dL) axes of ﬂoral meristems depicted by the curved lines
stages, which correlates with the functional domains as established bymutant and/or transg
restricted domain of AmDICH. In the Fabales, two orthologs are present and expression for e
exactly that— hypothetical. There is limited data on the plesiomorphic state of CYC2 expressio
default ancestor but much more work is needed to elucidate this point.known about the CYC1 and CYC3 homologs; Howarth and Donoghue,
2006). Representatives of the ECE clade that have been identiﬁed from
taxa outside the core eudicots, such as Aquilegia or the grasses, fall
outside the core eudicot CYC1/2/3 lineages (Howarth and Donoghue,
2006). This suggests that two ECE duplication events occurred after
the divergence of the core eudicot lineage from the stem eudicots, but
before the diversiﬁcation of the core eudicots. As we will see, this
association between gene duplication and elaboration of TCP gene
function is also seen within the ECE CYC2 clade itself.
Zygomorphy has evolved independently multiple times, but how
was the ancestral program specifying actinomorphy modiﬁed? A clue
was provided by Arabidopsis, a rosid with actinomorphic ﬂowers. Only
one of the Arabidopsis TCP genes, AtTCP1, falls into the ECE CYC2
subclade (Howarth and Donoghue, 2006). During ﬂoral development,
AtTCP1 is transiently expressed on the adaxial side of early ﬂoral
meristems as well as vegetative axillary meristems (Cubas et al.,
2001). This suggests that AtTCP1 is involved in setting up the adaxial–
abaxial axis within all lateral meristems. Co-option of this early role in
meristem polarity to a late role in patterning ﬂoral organ development
would simply require a change in the timing of expression (Fig. 4).
This is what appears to have occurred in Iberis amara, a close relative
of Arabidopsis with zygomorphic ﬂowers. Late in petal development,
the abaxial petals of Iberis exhibit increased cell proliferation resultingair of diagrams, the early developmental stage consisting of the inﬂorescence meristem
The line through the lateral ﬂoral meristem divides the adaxial (aD) and abaxial (aB)
rbera hybrida early stage is the exception, with the capitulum represented by a circle and
. The blue color represents the expression of the ECE CYC2 genes during early and late
enic studies. The vertical bars in the late stage petals of Antirrhinummajus, represent the
ach is represented by the color box next to the gene name. Our hypothetical ancestor is
n in actinomorphic core eudicots.We have taken the Arabidopsis expression pattern as a
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petals. The timing of this differential cell proliferation corresponds to a
dramatic increase (up to 90-fold) in IaTCP1 expression in the small
adaxial petals (Busch and Zachgo, 2007). Consistent with this,
expression of IaTCP1 in Arabidopsis results in reduction of petal size.
These results point to regulatory changes in TCP1 orthologs as a
mechanism for the derivation of ﬂoral zygomorphy from an
actinomorphic ancestor.
Another group of Rosids that has independently derived zygomor-
phy is the legumes or Fabales (Fig. 4). Functional analyses indicated
that the ECE CYC2 class genes, LjCYC2 (SQU1) and LjCYC3 (KEW1) in
Lotus japonicus and their respective orthologs PsCYC2 (LST1) and
PsCYC3 (K) in Pisum sativum are required for adaxial petal identity in
these complex ﬂowers (Feng et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008a,b). In this
case, Fabales-speciﬁc duplications in the CYC2 lineage have allowed
for unique elaborations of paralog function (Feng et al., 2006;Wang et
al., 2008a,b; Citerne et al., 2003). LjCYC2/PsCYC2 function only in the
abaxial petal while the functional and expression domains of LjCYC3/
PsCYC3 are broader and include the lateral petals (Fig. 4). In contrast,
AmCYC/DICH inﬂuence lateral petal development but the loci are not
actually expressed in these organs. They function non-cell autono-
mously through downstream factors (Corley et al., 2005). Another
point of divergence between the Lamiales and Fabales CYC-dependent
symmetry pathways is the establishment of internal petal symmetry.
In Antirrhinum, differential expression of AmDICH within individual
dorsal petals promotes their internal asymmetry, which further
contributes to the zygomorphy of the ﬂower (Fig. 4) (Luo et al.,
1999). In legumes, however, it is the lateral and abaxial (ventral)
petals, instead of the adaxial petal, that exhibit internal asymmetry.
Wang et al. (2008a,b) demonstrated that an additional, still
unidentiﬁed gene, SYMMETRIC PETALS 1 (SYP1), is required for
promoting this internal petal asymmetry. It will, therefore, be
interesting to ﬁnd out if SYP1 is a CYC-like gene or a completely
unrelated locus. These ﬁndings from Lamiales, Brassicales and
Legumes support the heterochronic model of recruitment of CYC-
like genes for promotion of zygomorphy while also emphasizing the
fact that each recruitment event is subject to unique variations in gene
regulation and pathway composition.
Once late CYC expression is established in a ﬂower, further
regulatory modiﬁcations can result in dramatic morphological
changes. Such shifts produce a kind of homeotic transformation in
adaxial or abaxial identities and occur by expansion or contraction of
the CYC expression domain. In addition to the functional data
discussed above, analysis of differential expression patterns can be
correlated with observed morphological differences. For example,
Mohavea confertiﬂora, a close relative of Antirrhinum, has superﬁcially
actinomorphic ﬂowers that display less individual petal asymmetry as
well as the additional abortion of lateral stamens. These differences in
ﬂoral morphology are correlated with changes in the regulation of
McCYC and McDICH (Hileman et al., 2003). Compared to Antirrhi-
num, the early expression domains ofMcCYC/McDICH are expanded to
include the lateral stamens, correlating with lateral stamen abortion,
but unlike DICH in Antirrhinum, McDICH is not detectable by in situ
hybridization in later stages of petal development, whichmay account
for the lack of internal petal asymmetry (Hileman et al., 2003).
Reversion to complete actinomorphy has been observed in members
of the legume family. Comparison of the expression patterns of ECE
CYC2 members in two genera of the Fabales, one with typical
zygomorphic ﬂowers, Lupinus nanus (LnCYC1A and LnCYC1B), and
one with actinomorphic ﬂowers, Cadia purpurea (CpCYC1A and
CpCYC1B), revealed that an expansion of the CYC expression domain
was associated with Cadia's actinomorphic ﬂowers. In contrast to the
identical adaxial expression observed in L. nanus, the two CYC copies
in C. purpurea had differential expression patterns during late stages
of organ development. CpCYC1Awas only weakly expressed in adaxial
petals, but the expression domain of CpCYC1B had expanded to all thepetals, presumably resulting in the adaxialization of the entire petal
whorl (Citerne et al., 2006). This potential reversion to actinomorphy
due to adaxialization via CYC over-expression, rather than abaxializa-
tion through CYC loss-of-function, is consistent with predictions
based on ﬂoral morphology (Donoghue et al., 1998).
A unique and even more complicated case of CYC recruitment
appears to have occurred in the sunﬂower family, Asteraceae.
Members of this family have an unusually complex inﬂorescence,
the capitulum, which resembles a single large ﬂower but is actually
composed of several to hundreds of ﬂowers. In some taxa, the
outermost, distal ﬂowers (called ray ﬂorets) are morphologically and
functionally distinct from the innermost, proximal ﬂowers (the disc
ﬂorets). The ray ﬂorets have strongly zygomorphic ﬂowers with large
and elaborated abaxial petals. In contrast, the disc ﬂorets are typically
actinomorphic with reduced petals. Thus a single inﬂorescence
contains ﬂowers with divergent symmetries and morphologies,
providing an unparalleled model for the evolution of zygomorphy. In
addition to the ab/adaxial axis within individual ﬂowers that we have
been considering, there is a proximal/distal axis of differentiation
across the inﬂorescence. This creates an interaction such that position
along the proximal/distal axis of the inﬂorescence must play a role in
specifying the expression of ab/adaxial symmetry in the ﬂowers.
Although we have noted instances of CYC2 lineage duplication in
other taxa, the Asteraceae have experienced a particularly dramatic
expansion after their separation from other Asterid clades (Broholm et
al., 2008). In Gerbera hybrida, four members of the ECE clade have
been identiﬁed along with four partial sequences, indicating that
more copies are likely to exist (Broholm et al., 2008). The most
comprehensive phylogenetic survey within the Asteraceae has been
performed in sunﬂower, Helianthus annus, where 10 CYC-like genes
falling into all three subclades of the ECE group were recovered
(Chapman et al., 2008). Expression studies in Helianthus suggest that
these complex gene duplications were followed by sub- or neofunc-
tionalization processes. Within the ECE CYC2 clade alone, ﬁve CYC2-
like copies were identiﬁed, each with a different expression pattern
ranging from ubiquitous (HaCYC2b) to ﬂoral speciﬁc (HaCYC2a, e, d)
to ray ﬂower (or distal) speciﬁc (HaCYC2c) (Chapman et al., 2008).
In G. hybrida, there is a gradient of decreasing actinomorphy along
the axis of the capitulum so that proximal disc ﬂowers are completely
radially symmetric with ﬁve short, unfused petals. The distal ray
ﬂowers are zygomorphic with two rudimentary adaxial petals, three
fused, large abaxial petals and arrested stamen development. Flowers
that are positioned between these types, called trans ﬂowers, have an
intermediate morphology. Mirroring the gradient of decreasing
actinomorphy along the proximal–distal axis of the capitulum, an
opposing gradient of increasing GhCYC2 (one of four known ECE CYC2
genes) expression has been observed (Broholm et al., 2008). The distal
zygomorphic ray ﬂowers had the highest levels of GhCYC2 expression,
followed by the trans ﬂowers, with no expression detected in the
actinomorphic, innermost disc ﬂowers (Broholm et al., 2008).
Interestingly, it was suggested that GhCYC2 is localized to abaxial
petals and excluded from the adaxial petals (Fig. 4), in contrast to
what has been seen in other model systems (although this expression
is rather weak, Broholm et al., 2008). Likewise, functional analysis
could suggest a role in abaxial rather than adaxial identity. Over-
expression of GhCYC2 in G. hybrida resulted in the transformation of
actinomorphic disc ﬂowers into zygomorphic, ray-like ﬂowers with
large abaxial petals, smaller adaxial petals, and altered stamen
development (Broholm et al., 2008). Overall, GhCYC2 promotes ray
ﬂower formation, although there does seem to be a conﬂicting,
inhibitory dosage effect since abaxial petal length was actually
reduced in distal ray ﬂowers, but increased in proximal disc ﬂowers.
A more dramatic inhibitory effect on abaxial petals was uncovered
for the SvRAY1 and SvRAY2 loci in Senecio. Some natural populations of
S. vulgaris have a nonradiate capitulum that is composed of only
actinomorphic disc ﬂowers, while in radiate populations, the
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Kim et al. (2008) demonstrated that the tandemly duplicated ECE
CYC2 genes SvRAY1 and SvRAY2 are responsible for the radiate
polymorphism. This appears to have been due to the transfer of the
linked alleles from the radiate S. squalidus into S. vulgaris via
hybridization. While the genes have a distal, ray ﬂower-speciﬁc
expression pattern in both nonradiate and radiate populations, the
expression levels were consistently higher in nonradiate ﬂowers,
particularly for SvRAY1. Consistent with this, transgenic over-expres-
sion of SvRAY1 in a radiate form of S. vulgaris had a signiﬁcant effect on
the development and identity of ray ﬂowers. Some lines simply had
shorter ray petals, while in others, ray ﬂowers were completely
converted into disc ﬂowers, mimicking the nonradiate phenotype.
Therefore, SvRAY1 has an inhibitory, dosage-sensitive effect on ray
ﬂower identity. Somewhat surprisingly, the second locus, SvRAY2
appears to promote abaxial identity and petal outgrowth. Over-
expression of SvRAY2 resulted in the formation of tubular ray ﬂowers
in which the entire corolla grew out to resemble abaxial petals. Even
though both of these constructs were under the control of the
constitutive 35S promoter, there was no effect on proximal disc
ﬂowers (Kim et al., 2008) indicating that, in Senecio, location along the
proximal–distal axis inﬂuences ﬂoret receptivity to CYC expression.
This is in contrast to the ﬁndings in Gerberawhere GhCYC2 expression
was sufﬁcient to promote disc to ray transformation (Broholm et al.,
2008). It is interesting to note that GhCYC2 and SvRAY2 have similar
over-expression effects – promoting abaxialization – and the two loci
are in fact orthologs (Kim et al. 2008). Obviously, functional dissection
of the role of CYC-like genes in the Asteraceae has only just begun, but
promises to raise interesting questions about the evolution of the
ﬂoral symmetry axis in concert with the inﬂorescence proximal–distal
axis.
On the whole, it appears that the ECE CYC2 loci of the core
eudicots represent a compelling example of independent evolution-
ary recruitment of a genetic module to serve convergent develop-
mental functions. The actual regulatory changes required to prolong
CYC2 expression into later stages of ﬂower development remain to be
determined. Iberis, the close relative of Arabidopsis, may offer our
best chance to understand how this was accomplished due to the
ease of transformation and promoter analysis in Arabidopsis. Several
other critical questions remain unanswered. These include how
similar are the zygomorphy genetic pathways in each independent
recruitment? Already, we have evidence from the legumes that novel
components, such as the SYP locus, have been incorporated.
Furthermore, evidence from heterologous expression studies with
CYC in Arabidopsis suggests that CYC2 regulatory targets are divergent
between rosids and asterids (Costa et al., 2005). There is also the
common theme of gene duplication. How critical is the presence of
multiple paralogs for the diversiﬁcation of zygomorphic types? To
what degree has regulatory sub- or neofunctionalization played a
role? Asteraceae will clearly be a test case for this question where
duplication may have allowed the recruitment of function in both
adaxial and abaxial domains of the ﬂower as well as proximal and
distal zones of the inﬂorescence. Finally, there is a fundamental lack
of knowledge regarding how CYC2 loci function in radially symmetric
ﬂowers or in taxa outside the core eudicots. What is the ancestral
function of the gene lineage in radial core eudicots? Have ECE
homologs been recruited to promote zygomorphy in monocot or
magnoliid ﬂowers? Answering these questions will help us to
understand the process by which CYC2 is recruited and why it
appears to be predisposed for this developmental role. Recently, an
ECE clade member from rice, RETARDED PALEA1 (REP1), has been
found to contribute to the development of the adaxial palea organ in
rice ﬂowers (Yuan et al., 2009). Accordingly, the gene shows early
localization to the adaxial side of the ﬂower meristem, much like
CYC2 genes in the core eudicots. The gene becomes more broadly
expressed at later stages, however, and rep1 ﬂowers are not fullyactinomorphic, suggesting that other loci may contribute to ﬂoral
zygomorphy in grasses.
Compound leaf formation — repeated translocation of an entire genetic
module from the shoot apical meristem to the leaf
There is a remarkable conservation across the seed plants in the
regulatory pathway (i.e. the genetic toolkit) that distinguishes
between the undifferentiated fate of cells in the shoot apical meristem
(SAM) and differentiated fate of cells in the lateral determinate organs
or leaves, yet there is enormous diversity in ﬁnal leaf form (Figs. 5A,
B). The balance between two distinct classes of transcription factors,
ARP (MYB domain) and KNOX (homeodomain) proteins, regulates the
transition between indeterminate cells of the SAM and differentiated
cells of the leaf.
The KNOX (KNOTTED-like homeobox) gene family can be divided
into two classes based on sequence analysis and expression patterns
(Kerstetter et al., 1994). These two subfamilies are derived from an
ancient duplication since KNOX genes from moss (Physcomitrella
patens) and ferns (Ceratopteris richardii) can be found in both classes
(Singer and Ashton, 2007; Sano et al., 2005). In the green algae
Chlamydomonas reinhardtii genome, there is only one KNOX gene,
ChrGSM1, which has features of both class I and II genes (Lee et al.,
2008). This suggests that class I and II KNOX genes arose at least
∼400 mya before the diversiﬁcation of most land plants (Sano et al.,
2005). In seed plants, functional analyses have focused on class I KNOX
genes while class II loci are yet to be well characterized (Hake et al.,
2004). Extensive gene duplication has occurred with deep divergence
between paralogs. In Arabidopsis, there are 8 KNOX genes, four of
which belong to class I: SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM), BREVIPEDICEL-
LUS (BP, also known as KNAT1), KNOTTED-like from Arabidopsis 2 and 6
(KNAT2 and KNAT6). Extensive isolation of ARP genes outside of
model species is only just beginning, so less is known about their
evolution; however, an ARP gene isolated from Selaginella, SkARP1, is
capable of complementing the as1-1mutant in Arabidopsis, suggesting
a high degree of biochemical conservation (Harrison et al., 2005). No
ARP homologs have been identiﬁed from non-vascular plants,
however (Floyd and Bowman, 2007).
The ARP and class I KNOX genes are expressed in mutually
exclusive domains of the developing shoot meristem. KNOX genes
precisely deﬁne proliferating regions of the SAM and are excluded
from leaf primordia. Speciﬁcally, STM1 and KNOTTED1 (KN1) from Ar-
abidopsis and maize, respectively, are expressed in the central and
peripheral zones of the SAM, but are absent from the site of the
incipient P0 leaf. Arabidopsis BP and KNAT2 and maize ROUGH SHEATH1
(RS1) and KNOX3 are also excluded from leaf primordia, but are
preferentially expressed in the periphery of the SAM (Fig. 5C) (Long et
al., 1996; Jackson et al., 1994; Lincoln et al., 1994; Jackson et al., 1994).
Similar discrete expression patterns for homologs were observed in
rice and tobacco (Sentoku et al., 1999; Nishimura et al., 1999). On the
other hand, the ARP proteins, named after ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1
(AS1) from Arabidopsis (Byrne et al., 2000), ROUGH SHEATH2 (RS2)
from maize (Tsiantis et al., 1999) and PHANTASTICA (PHAN) from
Antirrhinum majus (Waites and Hudson, 1995), are expressed speciﬁ-
cally in leaf initials, complementary to the SAM-speciﬁc expression of
the KNOX genes (Fig. 5C) (Waites et al., 1998; Tsiantis et al., 1999;
Byrne et al., 2000). In other words, meristematic and organ founder
cells can be distinguished by KNOX or ARP expression, respectively.
In agreement with their expression pattern, KNOX genes have a
clear role in maintaining the undifferentiated state of the meristem. In
Arabidopsis stm loss-of-function mutants, seedlings fail to develop a
SAM (Long et al., 1996) while ectopic expression of KNOX genes in
maize and Arabidopsis causes the formation of ectopic meristems or
“knots” on the leaves (Vollbrecht et al., 1991; Lincoln et al., 1994;
Chuck et al., 1996). In Arabidopsis with ectopic KNOX expression,
further perturbations in leaf morphology include the presence of deep
Fig. 5. Variation in leaf form and the genetic toolkit for leaf initiation at the SAM and leaﬂet initiation along the rachis is shown. (A) Two examples of eudicot simple leaves are shown.
The ﬂat expanded blade (b) is attached to a petiole (p). The margin of the leaf blade may be entire (smooth) or indented to various degrees ranging from saw-like serrations to deeply
lobed. (B) Three categories of compound leaves are shown. In pinnate compound leaves, each leaﬂet (lt, blade plus or minus a petiole) is attached to the rachis (r), which is attached
to themain petiole (p). In palmate compound leaves, the leaﬂets are attached directly to the petiole, either around the entire circumference (peltately) or around only a portion of the
petiole (non-peltately). (C, D) The shoot apical meristem (SAM) of the simple-leafed Arabidopsis thaliana (C) and the leaf primordia (lp) of the compound-leafed Cardamine hirsuta
(D) are shown. The distinct leaf morphology for each is shown in black in the left-hand corner of each box. The KNOX genes, STM and BP (shown in blue), are expressed in the SAM
and are excluded from the incipient leaf in both simple and compound leaves. In compound leaves, expression reappears after the initiation phase to include the developing leaf
primordium, but is excluded from the individual leaﬂet primordia (ltp). The ARP gene AS1 (expression shown in yellow) and its interacting partner AS2 promote leaf or leaﬂet
initiation. STM represses AS1 and AS2, which in turn, repress BP in the initiating leaf and/or leaﬂets. The auxin efﬂux carrier PIN1 directs auxin (green gradient) so that the local auxin
activity maximum is precisely at the site of leaf or leaﬂet initiation. Auxin may be involved in repressing STM (dashed repressor line). NAM/CUC (expression in pink) delineates the
border between undifferentiated and differentiated cell fates. By a feed forward mechanism, NAM/CUC activates STM and STM activates NAM/CUC. The mechanisms directing leaf
initiation from the SAM are analogous to those directing leaﬂet initiation from the rachis of the compound leaf.
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patterns (Lincoln et al., 1994; Chuck et al., 1996). Many of the leaf
phenotypes observed in arpmutants are caused by ectopic expression
of the KNOX genes (Tsiantis et al., 1999). Consistent with all of these
observations, genetic analyses revealed that STM represses AS1
expression in the SAM (Fig. 5C) but in leaf founder cells, STM is
down-regulated and AS1 is up-regulated (Byrne et al., 2000). AS1, in
concert with its interacting partner AS2, then directly represses the
expression of BP and KNAT2, but has not been implicated in the direct
repression of STM (Byrne et al., 2000, 2002; Hay et al., 2006).
Additionally, the local delivery of the hormone auxin plays a role in
determining the site of leaf initiation. Two auxin-related genes, AUXIN
RESISTANT1 (ARX1; involved in auxin signaling) and PINFORMED1
(PIN1; involved in auxin transport) were found to repress BP
independently of AS1 during leaf formation (Fig. 5C) (Hay et al., 2006).
These studies have found extensive conservation in the speciﬁca-
tion of the leaf initiation program in both monocot and eudicot model
systems. All of these model species, however, have simple leaves.
Eudicot simple leaves exhibit considerable variability, but generally
consist of a blade attached to a petiole (Fig. 5A). The margin of the
blade can be smooth (termed entire), serrated (saw-like teeth) orlobed to varying degrees. Compound leaves have evolved indepen-
dently many times across land plants, and can be divided into three
main categories (Fig. 5B). Pinnate compound leaves consist of leaﬂets
attached along the length of a central stem-like rachis. In contrast, all
of the leaﬂets of palmate compound leaves are attached directly to the
terminus of a single main petiole. Peltately vs. non-peltately palmate
compound leaves are distinguished by the way in which the leaﬂets
are attached to the petiole. In the case of peltately palmate leaves, the
leaﬂet surround the entire circumference of a radialized petiole while
in non-peltately palmate leaves, the leaﬂet arise only on one side of
the petiole, which has clear adaxial/abaxial polarity. For all compound
leaves, the leaﬂet blade margin may be entire, serrated or lobed, just
like the blade of a simple leaf.
Across many species with independently derived compound
leaves, the KNOX expression domain has expanded to include
developing leaves (Hareven et al., 1996; Bharathan et al., 2002;
Rosin et al., 2003; Kim et al., 2003a). By examining KNOX expression
in a variety of species with diverse leaf forms, two main patterns of
KNOX expression were observed, termed simple and complex
(Bharathan et al., 2002). The simple pattern consists of strong
expression in the meristem and absence in the P0 leaf, the site of
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found in plants with simple leaves from a wide array of species
including representatives from gymnosperms, basal angiosperms, and
Brassicales. The complex pattern is similar to the simple pattern, but
KNOX expression is turned back on later in leaf development, marking
zone where leaﬂets will appear. This pattern was found in plants with
compound leaves including members of basal eudicots, Oxalidales,
Brassicales and Asterales as well as in plants with simple leaves that
have signiﬁcant marginal outgrowths, termed secondary morphogen-
esis (including Brassicales, Gentianales, and Vitales). In themajority of
the legumes (Fabales) examined (Champagne et al., 2007), KNOX
expression follows the typical complex pattern; however, in the invert
repeat-lacking clade (IRLC) that includes pea and alfalfa, KNOX
expression is not turned back on in the developing compound leaves.
This indicates that in a small group of legumes, the role of KNOX in
specifying compound leaﬂet formation has been lost, although the
genes still play their normal role in primary leaf formation at the SAM.
What then controls leaﬂet initiation in the IRLC members? It turns out
that a completely unrelated transcription factor, which normally
promotes ﬂoral meristem identity but often shows weak expression
in leaves, has been recruited for this function. The Arabidopsis locus,
ironically named LEAFY due to the lack of ﬂoral development in the
mutant, has no leaf phenotype, but pea mutants in the orthologous
unifoliata locus produce simple leaves, demonstrating the fundamental
importance of the gene for compound leaf development (Hofer et al.,
1997).
Consistent with the tightly entwined roles of the ARP–KNOX
proteins in the SAM and initiating leaf primordia, the expression
domain of ARP orthologs was also found to be distinct in simple vs.
compound leaves (Kim et al., 2003b). In simple leaves, ARP is
expressed throughout the length of incipient leaf primordia, but is
excluded from the SAM. In species with pinnate or non-peltately
palmate compound leaves such as tomato, ARP is expressed in the
SAM, the incipient leaf primordia (P0−P1), and the adaxial side of the
developing leaves (P2 to P4). In species with peltately palmate
compound leaves, similar patterns of expression were observed,
with the following notable exception: in the developing leaves, ARP
expression was conﬁned to the distal region and was absent from the
proximal region of the leaf primordia. The area of exclusion
corresponds to the radially symmetric petiole. Interestingly, in
peltately palmate leaves, the petiole displays radial symmetry,
whereas in pinnate and non-peltately palmate compound leaves, the
petiole has distinct ab-adaxial domains. This indicates that ARP
proteins are involved in setting up the adaxial domain of the leaf,
which is required for the determining the position of the leaﬂets, i.e.
the ﬁnal morphology of the compound leaf (Kim et al., 2003b).
Perturbations in the expression domain of the ARP genes can
transform pinnately compound leaves into palmately compound or
even simple leaves (Kim et al., 2003a,b). These ﬁndings suggest a
model where the KNOX/ARP genetic module has been recruited from
themeristem into the leaf itself. This process would require signiﬁcant
changes in the regulatory interactions of KNOX and ARP genes,
however, since they are otherwise mutually exclusive in simple-leafed
taxa.
In a series of elegant experiments, Hay and Tsiantis (2006)
examined the regulatory differences between simple-leafed Arabi-
dopsis and its close relative, the compound-leafed Cardamine hirsuta
(Figs. 5C, D). KNOX protein expression in C. hirsuta mirrors that seen
in diverse species with compound leaves, rather than what is seen in
Arabidopsis. ChSTM is localized to the SAM, but following initial down-
regulation in the P0, it is expressed in margins and outer cell layers of
the developing compound leaf. ChSTM RNAi lines demonstrated that
ChSTM is involved in both SAM maintenance and leaﬂet initiation in
the compound leaves. Next, the conservation of the ARP role was
examined. As expected, ChAS1 is expressed in leaf primordia and
developing leaves while excluded from the SAM (Fig. 5D). So whydoesn't ChAS1 repress KNOX gene expression in the leaves? ChAS1
was shown to be functionally equivalent to AtAS1 via complementa-
tion of as1 mutants, including repression of KNOX gene expression.
This would suggest that ChAS1 has the biochemical capacity to
prevent KNOX expression in the leaves, but the ChSTM and ChBP are
apparently immune to this repression. Accordingly, regulatory
differences were examined by reciprocal promoter swapping for
both Cardamine KNOX genes. The expanded expression of ChSTM and
ChBP observed in C. hirsuta was also observed for these promoters in
A. thaliana, whereas expression of AtSTM and AtBP in C. hirsuta was
identical to its native context (Hay and Tsiantis, 2006). This indicates
that cis-regulatory changes within the KNOX promoters account for an
expanded expression domain that is still modulated by ARP activity
but to a lesser degree. The work in Cardamine has been recently
expanded to consider the role of auxin in leaﬂet initiation. During
simple leaf formation in Arabidopsis, the transport of auxin to leaf
founder cells works in tandem with AS1 to repress KNOX expression
and promote differentiation (Hay et al., 2006). Similarly, leaﬂet
formation in C. hirsuta requires ChPIN1, the auxin trafﬁcking protein,
to organize auxin to precise locations in the developing leaf, marking
the location of developing leaﬂets (Fig. 5D) (Barkoulas et al., 2008).
Recently, work in species with compound leaves has moved
beyond the KNOX/ARP/auxin module to consider the meristem/
primordium boundary genes NO APICAL MERISTEM and CUP-SHAPED
COTYLEDON (NAM/CUC). These loci are expressed speciﬁcally at the
base of lateral organs, including the distal boundary of simple leaf
primordia as well as that of leaﬂets within compound leaves (Figs. 5C,
D) (Aida et al., 1999; Breuil-Broyer et al., 2004; Blein et al., 2008). In
the simple-leafed Arabidopsis, CUC2 expression at lateral organ
boundaries and STM in the SAM positively regulate each other in a
feed forwardmanner (Aida et al., 1999). By suppressing the expression
of these genes in ﬁve distantly related, compound-leafed eudicot
species (Aquilegia caerulea, S. lycopersicum, S. tuberosum, C. hirsuta,
and P. sativum), Blein et al. (2008) repressed leaﬂet formation as well
as margin dissection or lobing. Furthermore, even though pea leaﬂet
formation is controlled by UNIFOLIATA (UNI) rather than the KNOX
pathway, the role of NAM/CUC genes in delimiting leaﬂet formation
appears to be the same. Somewhat surprisingly, the feed forward
interaction between NAM/CUC and KNOX genes that is observed in
developing compound leaves of C. hirsute and S. lycopersicum has
evolved independently between NAM/CUC and PsUNI in pea (Blein et
al., 2008). Therefore, the LFY ortholog of the IRLC legumes has
supplanted the regulatory functions of KNOX genes in compound leaf
development, even though the KNOX genes still serve these functions
in the SAM itself.
Another aspect of compound leaf development that has been
elucidated is a mechanism for attenuating the role of KNOX genes in
promoting degrees of branching in the rachis. Solanum galapagense of
the Galapagos Islands has a naturally occurring leaf variant that shows
increased complexity in leaf dissection (Kimura et al., 2008).
Identiﬁcation of the semi-dominant locus responsible for this trait
uncovered a single base pair deletion in the promoter of a gene called
TOMATO KNOX-LIKE HOMEODOMAIN PROTEIN 1 (TKD1) (Kimura et al.,
2008). This mutation results in over-expression of TKD1, which
encodes a novel KNOX gene that has a MEINOX protein–protein
interaction domain but lacks the homeodomain itself. The TKD1
protein interacts with other proteins that, in turn, act to attenuate
KNOX function. Thus, the normal function of TKD1 is to act in a
concentration dependent manner to titrate away speciﬁc inhibitors of
KNOX proteins. In the variant, TKD1 is over-expressed, resulting in
over-activity of KNOX proteins and increased leaf dissection. This
mechanism was also found to be functioning in Arabidopsis, where it
controls aspect of leaf margin development (Magnani and Hake,
2008). Therefore TKD1 represents yet another component of normal
simple leaf development that has been co-opted into aspects of leaﬂet
initiation in the compound leaf.
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involved the redeployment of the leaf initiation genetic module –
involving multiple components of the KNOX/ARP, auxin response
and CUC gene pathways – into the leaf itself. All of these components
interact from a regulatory standpoint (e.g., KNOX activates CUC,
auxin represses KNOX), which raises the possibility that the whole
module could have been recruited into the leaf via relatively simple
regulatory changes in some master gene. However, merely expres-
sing KNOX genes in the simple leaves of Arabidopsis or maize does
not produce compound leaves. Additionally, the work in Cardamine
indicates that both ChSTM and ChBP have undergone regulatory
changes to make them less sensitive to ARP repression, which
suggests a more complicated evolutionary model. Once established,
the recruitment of the primordium initiation module into the leaf
appears to yield a highly labile genetic program, allowing a variety of
tweaking in gene regulation to generate diversity in leaf form. For
example, regulatory evolution in ARP homologs appears to control
switches between peltately and non-peltately palmate compound
leaves, as well as inﬂuencing the sites of leaﬂet initiation in pinnate
compound leaves (Kim et al., 2003a,b). Expression levels of TKD1-
like genes have the potential to function as a rheostat-like
mechanism to increase or decrease degrees of branching within the
compound leaf (Kimura et al., 2008) while modulation of CUC
expression inﬂuences marginal serration and lobing (Blein et al.,
2008). Not to overly anthropomorphize the situation, but one can
imagine evolution acting on a kind of genetic mixing board — raising
the levels of certain loci while reducing the levels of others to create
the entire spectrum of leaf morphology. So far, it is rather striking
how similar the compound leaf programs are across angiosperms, the
novel use of LFY orthologs in the legumes being the one exception. It
will be interesting to see whether this impression holds up to further
genetic dissection and if the recruitment of the leaf initiation module
to yield compound leaves has fundamentally occurred in the same
manner many times.
Concluding remarks
Much as in metazoans, the diversiﬁcation of land plants has
involved a series of radiations that are generally associated withmajor
morphological innovations — vasculature, the seed, the ﬂower.
Understanding the genetic basis of these evolutionary events is
challenging due to deep divergence times and the loss of many
intervening plant lineages. Luckily, there is also considerable variation
on more recent timescales, including derivation of new ﬂoral organs,
switches in ﬂoral symmetry and dramatic changes in leaf morphology.
These relatively young events are more tractable for genetic dissec-
tion, especially in terms of regulatory evolution. The examples we
have discussed here emphasize the importance of gene duplication
and convergent co-option of conserved genetic modules, which seem
to be major themes in plant developmental evolution. Within this
context, regulatory evolution has played a major role. In the case of
gene duplication, regulatory subfunctionalization appears to be
common but there is also evidence for neofunctionalization that
may have facilitated the evolution of novel organ types, such as the
staminodium of Aquilegia. Similarly, the co-option of CYC2 homologs
to promote ﬂoral zygomorphy or the leaf initiation module to produce
compound leaves required signiﬁcant regulatory evolution — tem-
poral for CYC2 and spatial redeployment for the leaf module.
Hopefully, we will soon gain greater insight into the speciﬁc
nucleotide changes that underlie these cases.
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